Rapid eye movement sleep deprivation in post-critical period, adolescent rats alters the balance between inhibitory and excitatory mechanisms in visual cortex.
Suppression of rapid eye movement sleep (REMS) in developing animals has both anatomical and physiological consequences. We have recently shown that initiating REMS deprivation (REMSD) prior to the end of the critical period in young rats delays termination of the critical period (CP) in visual cortex, and, consequently, the synaptic plasticity mechanisms that support a developmentally regulated form of long-term potentiation (LTP) are maintained in an immature state [J.P. Shaffery, C.M. Sinton, G. Bisset, H.P. Roffwarg, G.A. Marks, Rapid eye movement sleep deprivation modifies expression of long-term potentiation in visual cortex of immature rats, Neuroscience, 110 (2002) 431-443]. In CP animals, high-frequency, theta burst stimulation (TBS) directed at the white matter (WM) below visual cortex produces LTP in the post-synaptic cells in layer II/III (LTPWM-III). However, LTPWM-III can be induced in cortical tissue taken from REMS-deprived animals for up to a week beyond the usual end of the CP [J.P. Shaffery, C.M. Sinton, G. Bisset, H.P. Roffwarg, G.A. Marks, Rapid eye movement sleep deprivation modifies expression of long-term potentiation in visual cortex of immature rats, Neuroscience, 110 (2002) 431-443]. Further, in post-CP, adolescent animals (as late as postnatal day 60), REMSD appears to unmask synaptic plasticity mechanisms that allow for production of developmentally regulated LTPWM-III [J.P. Shaffery, J. Lopez, G. Bissette, H.P. Roffwarg, Rapid eye movement sleep deprivation revives a form of developmentally regulated synaptic plasticity in the visual cortex of post-critical period rats, Neurosci Lett., (2005), in press]. It has been proposed that REMSD's effects on production of LTPWM-III result from a reduction in efficiency of the inhibitory mechanisms thought to precipitate termination of the CP of brain development [J.P. Shaffery, J. Lopez, G. Bissette, H.P. Roffwarg, Rapid eye movement sleep deprivation revives a form of developmentally regulated synaptic plasticity in the visual cortex of post-critical period rats, Neurosci Lett., (2005), in press]. In this study we tested the hypothesis that low-frequency stimulation (LFS) of the fibers of the WM, which usually produces the related form of synaptic plasticity, long-term depression (LTD), will also reflect the reduction in inhibitory tone. We report here that LFS protocols, which in normally sleeping, adolescent rats usually produce either LTD or no change in response magnitude, in REMS-deprived, adolescent rats are more likely to produce LTP.